
1. Effective Facilitation (15-20 minutes) 
Invite participants to think of a workshop or meeting they 
effectively facilitated (or one in which they experienced 
excellent facilitation). What did they (or the facilitator) do?  
What made the session so effective? 
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a)  Ask individuals to silently note a few elements of     
effective facilitation based on their reflections. 

b)  At tables or in small groups of 5-6 each person should    
offer one response until all have shared. If time remains, 
groups can go around again until asked to stop. 

c)  Reconvene large group and solicit a few individual 
responses from different tables/groups. 

2. The Essence of Facilitation (10 minutes) 
Briefly explain that the essence of facilitation is about 
making things easier. Facilitate large group open discussion 
about what our meeting or workshop design and facilitation 
should make easier so participants can fully contribute. 
Introduce three key questions about making things easier. 

3. Core Facilitation Principles (15-20 minutes) 
Present the six core facilitation principles that help make it 
easier for better discussions and decisions. Invite participants 
to fill in the missing info in the learning worksheets as you 
explain each principle. 

4. Best and Worst Practices (10-20 minutes) 
Divide participants in half. Assign each half the list of either 
best or worst practices found in the handouts. Ask people to 
silently review their assigned list and note any practices they 
wish to comment on or ask about.  After a few minutes, 
reconvene all participants and solicit questions or comments. 

5. Handling Common Dynamics (15-25 minutes) 
Decide on 5-6 group dynamics or situations facilitators often 
encounter. When possible, survey participants in advance to 
solicit ideas. Describe them on a slide (and/or in the handouts).  

a)  Post large numbers around the room for the situations. 
b)  Invite participants to move to the # that corresponds to      

the case/situation that interests them the most. 
c)  Ask people to select another if their 1st choice is crowded. 
d)  Provide 6-7 minutes for groups to discuss their dynamic, 

identify their #1 tip for how a facilitator should handle it,  
and select a reporter who will share their tip. 

e)  Reconvene participants and invite reporters to share. 
f)  Comment on (react to) reported ideas as appropriate. 

6. Deciding to Intervene (5 minutes) 
Offer a brief overview of the questions Roger Schwarz          
(The Skilled Facilitator) suggests facilitators use for deciding. 

7.  Open Q&A/Close (time remaining) 
Take a few questions. Close by reinforcing making it easier. 

1. Effective Facilitation (15-20 minutes) 
If community-building or networking is desired, ask   
participants to very quickly introduce themselves as            
they share their element of effective facilitation. 

If time is tight or group is small, skip table/small group sharing 
and solicit responses from individuals in the large group. 

To cater more to introverted participants, instead of verbal 
sharing (b) have small groups do a “pass and read” until 
they’ve seen the written responses from each group member. 
Then invite groups to briefly discuss what from their responses 
most stands out to them.  Reconvene and conclude with (c). 

2. The Essence of Facilitation (10 minutes) 
If opening exercise (#1) responses suggest participants might  
be challenged by the making it easier question, display a slide 
with a handful of sample responses as support.  Invite 
participants’ reactions, questions, and additional ideas. 

3. Core Facilitation Principles (15-20 minutes) 
If participants’ knowledge is basic or limited, do best and  
worst practices (#4) first. The detailed content will be of     
increased value and will make it easier for individuals to       
ask questions and make relevant connections. 

4. Best and Worst Practices (15-20 minutes) 
If participants’ knowledge is intermediate or advanced and/or 
time is getting tight, spend less time on practices or introduce 
this content as reference material they can read later as time 
and interests allow. 

5. Handling Common Dynamics (15-25 minutes) 
If room set makes moving to numbered areas cumbersome,      
save time and assign each situation to an appropriate # of 
tables (or sections of the room if seating is theater). 

If time is limited, poll participants for the 2 or 3 situations 
they’d most like to learn how to handle. Then assign them in 
whatever manner time and space best support. 

If time or space is limited and group is small, facilitate the 
large group working through as many situations as you can. 

To do all situations if time is limited, skip verbal reporting    
and have groups note their #1 tip in large print on a flipchart. 
Take pictures of flipcharts and post images online after session. 

6. Deciding to Intervene (5 minutes) 
If time is almost out, skip presenting/commenting on            
the questions and refer participants to essay. 

7. Open Q&A/Discussion (time remaining) 

Planned Formats	 Audible Options	
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Think of a time        
when you effectively  
facilitated (and/or  
participated in an  
effectively facilitated)  
meeting or workshop.  

What did you (or the facilitator) do?  
What made the session so effective? 
How did the agenda, formats, or materials help? 

List up to five elements or factors that made    
the session design and/or facilitation effective.   

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

What might we want our meeting or workshop design 
and facilitation to make easier for participants? 

Three key questions to inform your design and facilitation: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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    Effective facilitation ...  

1.  Makes/invites ____________________ and helps make ________________.  

2.  Provides _______________ while generally operating with _____________.  

3.  Carefully calibrates content & process, ______________________, and ____________________________.  

4.  Builds the ________________, _________________, and _________________ of individuals                  

and groups to be better and do better on their own,  now and in the future.  

5.  ____________________________ unacknowledged or invisible beliefs, biases, issues, and patterns. 

6.  Creates an _____________________________________ so individuals feel safe freely speaking their 

____________(s) and offering ________________________________ that advances the group’s work. 

A short essay on this topic can be found at: https://bit.ly/3FHVcZd  

1.  carefully assess the needs of the members 

2.  probe sensitively into people’s feelings 

3.  create an open and trusting atmosphere 

4.  help people understand why they’re there 

5.  speak in simple and direct language 

6.  display energy and appropriate levels of 
assertiveness 

7.  champion ideas not personally favored 

8.  treat all participants as equals 

9.  stay flexible and ready to change direction         
if necessary 

10.  listen intently to understand totally              
what is being said 

11.  periodically summarize a complex array of     
ideas so that they form a coherent summary 

12.  make sure every session ends with clear         
steps for the next meeting 

13.  ensure that participants feel ownership for     
what has been achieved 

1.  remain oblivious to what the group thinks or needs 
2.  never check group concerns 
3.  not listen carefully to what’s being said 
4.  lose track of key ideas 
5.  try to be the center of attention 
6.  get defensive 
7.  get into personality battles 
8.  put down people 
9.  unassertively manage conflict 
10.  let a few people or the leader dominate 
11.  never check how the meeting is going 
12.  be overly passive on process 
13.  push ahead on an irrelevant agenda 
14.  have no alternative approaches 
15.  let discussions get badly side-tracked 
16.  let discussion ramble without proper closure 
17.  not know when to stop 
18.  be insensitive to cultural diversity issues 
19.  use inappropriate humor 

Facilitation Practices B E S T	
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W O R S T	

Deciding to Intervene 

Have I observed long enough to make a reliable diagnosis? 

Is what’s happening a problem? 

What are the consequences of not intervening? 

Is it my role to intervene as I am thinking? 

Do I have the skills to do so? 

The Skilled Facilitator by Roger Schwarz 	
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